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Market Commentary          Summer 2015 

Markets on Hold 

It was more of the same for US investors in stocks and bonds during the second quarter. Equities 

remained characterized by heightened volatility and ended the quarter relatively flat.  The broad market 

as measured by the Russell 3000 registered a modest +1.94% total return.   The more narrowly focused 

S&P 500 index edged out  a positive +.30% return while the most  concentrated Dow Jones index fell by  

-0.88%.   As a group, interest rate sensitive stocks - including utilities, REITs and energy MLPS - fared 

among the worst,  as they fell on average some -7.0% weighed down by the notion that the Fed will 

begin tightening in September.  Bonds actually fared better, though they still registered a negative -1.7% 

return as measured by the Barclays Aggregate Composite index.   The benchmark 10 year treasury yield 

closed the quarter edging up by +.40% to 2.35% from the previous quarter.  Finally, volatility as 

measured by the CBOE Volatility Index or VIX, ended the quarter at 18.2 up some 19.2%  over  March 

31st , largely due to the quarter’s macro headline news including Greece’s debt problems and China’s 

stock market turmoil and its central government’s manipulative response.  

On the international front,  developed equity markets ended the quarter up a comparatively solid +5.9% 

return as measured by the MCSI EAFE index , though the last days of the quarter saw some contraction.   

Much of the European market’s momentum is directly attributable to Mario Draghi’s QE program 

initiated earlier in the year.   On the other hand the emerging markets, which have generally performed 

poorly over the last several quarters continued to remain volatile weighed down by the dollar’s strength 

despite its choppy ride during the period and the prospect of near term rate rises here in the US.  

From a top down view of current global economic macros, it appears to be a good bet that despite more 

hard times ahead for its people, Greece will likely remain in the Union.    Why not? Since one could 

argue that if it left, the European authorities would probably have to write off the billions in debt 

already committed to the nation and then provide the country with additional money in humanitarian 

aid while the drachma takes hold.   At least staying in the Union allows the authorities a hope of 

recovering some part of its debt sometime down the road.    As to the Chinese stock markets, while their 

most recent dizzying ride could have been foretold by any observer following its swift tidal rise over the 

last year, the bigger surprise was the overarching control exerted by the government to prop up its 

value.  Or was it really a surprise given the authoritarian history of this People’s Republic?   And finally, 

here in the US, all of us wait on the Fed’s interpretation of the next set of economic data and our 

interpretation of their interpretation.  Metaphorically speaking, this saga all seems much like a canine 

chasing his own tail.   And so the markets remain on hold… and wait…overly focused… and with baited 

breath on the Fed’s next move!                    

 


